Welcome Apéro 2023
Intermediate Staff Association (MVUB)

The Intermediate Staff Association of the University of Bern (MVUB) represents the interests of assistants and lecturers and provides support and advice, supervises specific support programs for the intermediate staff and offers a range of career-promoting services.

Membership in the MVUB is open to all academic employees of the University of Bern who have completed their studies and who:

- are employed by the University, an institute or a university hospital.
- are pursuing a doctorate or habilitation at the University of Bern (even without employment).
- are lecturers or have a teaching assignment at the University of Bern.

The MVUB is dependent on the largest possible number of members in order to represent the interests of the entire mid-level faculty.

Join the MVUB

As a member, you can take part in university-wide committees and commissions, participate in various committees, for example on the board of the MVUB or as a member of the committee of the Young Investigator Project Pool or the 120% Care Grant.

The MVUB offers its members a wide range of services in the areas of representation - networking - consulting:

- Initial legal advice and support on employment issues.
- Privileged access to MVUB events, e.g. on career perspectives and other current topics. The MVUB also supports other university events.
- Regular publication of information specific to mid-level faculty (MVUB website, MVUB newsletter).
- Contact with other members of the intermediate staff. Networking begins at the start of a position with the welcome event for members of the intermediate staff.
- Doctoral MVUB members receive access to the social fund of the SUB student body.

The MVUB networks the members of the intermediate staff and stimulates discussions on topics relevant to the intermediate staff. With a collective membership, faculties, centres and institutes can make use of their voice.

The MVUB develops ideas and measures for the improvement of working conditions and career structures of the academic intermediate level staff and introduces these in a lively dialogue with the university management and relevant central offices within and outside the university.

On a national level, the MVUB represents the interests of the intermediate staff through the umbrella organization of the Swiss intermediate staff association actionuni.

We are at your disposal for further information. Contact: info.mvub@unibe.ch
Since 2022, the membership is free. Join now: Application form